
 
VFR1200 / Crosstourer Hugger 
                                                                                                              

Fitting kit. 
 

2 x M6 x 20mm flange headed bolt 

1 x M6 x 16mm flange headed bolt 

1 x fat washer 

1 x thin washer 

1 x spacer (white) 

 

Fitting instructions. 

 

1. Remove exhaust can. (It helps to rest end of can on right hand foot peg and use masking tape or 

similar to strap over the seat and onto left hand foot peg to hold in place) see picture. 

2. Remove rear wheel. (If you don’t have a center stand you will need to jack the bike up using bottom 

of linkage as shown in picture) 

3. Undo the bolt which fixes the plastic molding on top of swing arm and insert spacer into the recess 

4. Remove plastic covers from the two mounting points in the swing arm in front of where the wheel 

would be.  

5. Push one of the M6 x 20mm bolts through the left hand of the two mounting points of the hugger 

and fit the thin plastic washer to the outside of this. (so that washer is in between the hugger and 

swing arm) 

6. Offer the hugger up to the bike and loosely fit this bolt to the left hand of the two mountings in the 

front of the swing arm. 

7. Push the second M6 x 20mm bolt through the right hand mounting point and use the fat washer in 

between the hugger and swing arm to fix this to the right hand of the two mounting points (loosely 

fit) 

8. Use the M6 x 16mm bolt fasten the tab on the left side of the hugger to the mounting point on top of 

the swing arm with the hugger tab fitting over the plastic molding and ensuring the spacer is in the 

recess under the tab of the hugger.  

9. Fully tighten all three mounting points. 

10. Re-fit the wheel and exhaust can. 

11. Check all fixings periodically. 

 

         
Exhaust stood on peg.             Exhaust strapped to left peg.     Jacking point if you have no center stand. 
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